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Roger Pilon
Vice President for Legal Affairs, Cato Institute :

I join my Arena colleagues, Professors Bradley Smith and Randy Barnett,

in condemning the president's remarks last night singling out the Supreme

Court for its Citizens United decision last week, which overturned law that the government

itself admitted would even have banned books. Not only was Obama's behavior an appalling

breach of decorum, but he didn't even get his facts right. As Brad, former FEC chairman,

noted in his Arena post last night, and a bit more fully here, the decision did nothing to upset

law that prohibits foreigners, including foreign corporations, from contributing anything of

value to an American election. Obama, the sometime constitutional law professor, should

have known that. At the least, his aides had plenty of time to research the question before he

spoke. This is just one more example of the gross incompetence or, worse, the indifference

to plain fact that we've seen in this administration.

But it's the breach of decorum that most appalls. By constitutional design, the Supreme Court

is the nonpolitical branch of government. Like members of the military, Supreme Court

justices are invited to the State of the Union event, but they do not stand and applaud when

the president makes political points that bring others to their feet. For the president to have

singled the justices out for criticism, while others around them stood and applauded as they

sat there still, is simply demagoguery at its worst. I would not be surprised if the justices
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Subject Date

What's at stake? Jan. 27, 2010

Beau's choice: Are Dems panicking? What is it about the word

"populist?" (these days) The "fiscal commission:" good or bad idea?

Bernanke: Thumbs up or down?

Jan. 25, 2010

Open Mic Jan. 23, 2010

The road ahead for the White House? Are the Clinton and Reagan

lessons useful for Obama?   Will Citizens United alter American

campaigns and if so, how?

Jan. 22, 2010

Citizens United case: A "small revolution" in campaign finance? Plus,

more on Mass: Do they get it?

Jan. 21, 2010

The message from MassachusettsWhat now for the Democratic

agenda?

Jan. 19, 2010

Open Mic Massachusetts Jan. 15, 2010

declined next year's invitation. And Obama wanted to change the tone in Washington? He

sure has.
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